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Abstract. The explosive growth in genomic (and soon, expression and proteomic)
data, exemplified by the Human Genome Project, is a fertile domain for the appli-
cation of multi-agent information gathering technologies. Furthermore, hundreds
of smaller-profile, yet still economically important organisms are being studied
that require the efficient and inexpensive automated analysis tools that multi-
agent approaches can provide. In this paper we give a progress report on the use
of the DECAF multi-agent toolkit to build reusable information gathering sys-
tems for bioinformatics. We will briefly summarize why bioinformatics is a clas-
sic application for information gathering, how DECAF supports it, and recent
extensions underway to support new analysis paths for genomic information.

1 Introduction

Massive amounts of raw data are currently being generated by biologists while sequenc-
ing organisms. Most of this raw data must be analyzed through the piecemeal applica-
tion of various computer programs and hand-searches of various public web databases.
Typically both the raw data and any valuable derived knowledge will remain generally
unavailable except in published natural language texts such as journal articles. How-
ever, it is important to note that a tremendous amount of genetic material issimilar
from organism to organism, even when they are as outwardly different as a yeast, fruit
fly, mouse, or human being. This means that if a biologist studying the yeast can fig-
ure out what a certain gene does—itsfunction—that other biologists can at least guess
that similar genes in other organisms play similar roles. Thus huge databases are being
populated with sequence data and functional annotations [2]. All new sequences are
routinely compared to known sequences for clues as to their functions.

A large amount of work in bioinformatics over the past ten years has gone into
developing algorithms (pattern matching, statistical, and/or heuristic/knowledge-based)
to support the work of hypothesizing gene function. Many of these are available to
biologists in various implementations, and now many are available over the web. Meta-
sites combine many published algorithms, and sites specialize in information about
particular topics such as protein motifs.
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From a computer science perspective, several problems have arisen, as we have
described elsewhere [6]. To summarize, what we have is a large set of heterogeneous
and dynamically changing databases, all of which have information to bring to bear on
the biological problem of determining genomic function. We have biologists producing
thousands of possible genes, for which functions must be hypothesized. For the case of
all but the largest and well-funded sequencing projects, this must be done by hand by a
single researcher and their students.

Multi-agent information gathering systems have a lot to contribute to these efforts.
Several features make a multi-agent approach to this problem particularly attractive:
information is available from many distinct locations; information content is hetero-
geneous; information content is constantly changing; much of the annotation work for
each gene can be done independently; biologists wish to both make their findings widely
available, yet retain control over the data; new types of analysis and sources of data are
appearing constantly.

We have used DECAF, a multi-agent system toolkit based on RETSINA [21, 10,
7]: and TAEMS [9, 23], to construct a prototype multi-agent system for automated an-
notation and database storage of sequencing data for herpesviruses [6]. The resulting
system eliminates tedious and always out-of-date hand analyses, makes the data and
annotations available for other researchers (or agent systems), and provides a level of
query processing beyond even some high-profile web sites.

Since that initial system, we have used the distributed, open nature of our multi-
agent solution to expand the system in several ways that will make it useful for biolo-
gists studying more organisms, and in different ways. This paper will briefly describe
our approach to information gathering, based on our work on RETSINA; the DECAF
toolkit; our initial annotation system; and our new extensions for functional annotation,
EST processing, and metabolic pathway reasoning.

2 DECAF

DECAF (Distributed, Environment-Centered Agent Framework) is a Java-based toolkit
for creating multi-agent systems [13]. In particular, several tools have been developed
specifically for prototyping information gathering systems. Also, the internal architec-
ture of each DECAF agent has been designed much like an operating system—as a
set of services for the “intelligent” (resource-efficient, adaptively-scheduled, soft real-
time, objective-persistent) execution of agent actions. DECAF consists of a set of well
defined control modules (initialization, dispatching, planning, scheduling, and execu-
tion, each in a separate, concurrent thread) that work in concert to control an agent’s
life cycle. There is one core task structure representation that is shared between all of
the control modules. This has meant that even non-reusable domain-dependent agents
can be developed more quickly than by the API approach where the programmer has to,
in effect, create and orchestrate the agent’s architecture as well as its domain-oriented
agent actions. This section will first discuss the internal architecture of a generic DE-
CAF agent, and then discuss the tools (such as middle agents, system debugging aids,
and the information extraction agent shell) we have built to implement multi-agent in-
formation gathering systems. The overall internal architecture of DECAF is shown in



Figure 1. These modules runconcurrently, each in their own thread. Details of the
DECAF implementation can be found elsewhere [13].
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Fig. 1. DECAF Architecture Overview

2.1 DECAF Support for Info Gathering

DECAF provides core internal architectural support for secondary user utility. Thus
DECAF plans can include alternatives, and these alternatives can be chosen dynami-
cally at runtime depending on user constraints on answer timeliness or other resource
constraints. DECAF also supports building information gathering systems by providing
useful middle agents and a shell for quickly building information extraction agents for
wrapping web sites. TheAgent Name Server (ANS)(“white pages”) is an essential
component for agent communication. It works in a fashion similar to DNS (Domain
Name Service) by resolving agent names to host and port addresses. TheMatchmaker
serves as a “yellow pages” to assist agents in finding services needed for task com-
pletion. TheBroker agent acts as a kind of “middle manager” to assist an agent with
collections of services. The broker can now provide a larger service than any single
provider can, and often manage a large group of agents more effectively [8]. AProxy
agent allows web page Java applets to communicate with DECAF agents that are not
located on the same server as the applet. TheAgent Management Agent (AMA) al-
lows MAS designers a look at the entire running set of agents spread out across the
Internet that share a single agent name server. This allows designers to query the status
of individual agents and watch or record message passing traffic.

Information Extraction Agent Shell The main functions of an information extraction
agent (IEA) are [7]: Fulfilling requests from external sources in response to aone shot



query (e.g. “What is the price of IBM?”). Monitoring external sources forperiodic
information (e.g. “Give me the price of IBM every 30 minutes.”). Monitoring sources
for patterns, calledinformation monitoringrequests (e.g. “Notify me if the price of IBM
goes below $50.”).” These functions can be written in a general way so that the code
can be shared for agents in any domain.

Since our IEA operates on the Web, the information gathered is from external infor-
mation sources. The agent uses a set ofwrappersand the wrapper induction algorithm
STALKER [18], to extract relevant information from the web pages after being shown
several marked-up examples. When the information is gathered it is stored in the lo-
cal IEA “infobase” using Java wrappers on a PARKA [15] knowledgebase. This makes
new IEA’s fairly easy to create, and forces the difficult parts of this problem back on
to KB ontology creation, rather than the production of tools to wrap web pages and
dynamically answer queries. Currently, there are some proposals for XML-based page
annotations which, if adopted, will make site wrapping easier syntactically (but still,
does not solve the ontology problem—but see projects such as OIL).

3 A DECAF Multi-Agent System for Genomic Analysis

These tools can be put to use to create a prototype multi-agent system for various types
of genomic analysis. In the prototype, we have chosen to simplify the query subsystem
by materializing all annotations locally, thus removing the need for sophisticated query
planning (e.g. [16]). This is a reasonable simplification since most of our work is with
viruses that have fairly small genomes (around 100 genes for a herpesvirus and around
30 herpesviruses) or with larger organisms (e.g. chickens) for which we are constructing
a consensus database explicitly.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the system as four overlapping multi-agent organi-
zations. The first,Basic Sequence Annotation, is charged with integrating remote gene
sequence annotations from various sources with the gene sequences at the Local Knowl-
edgeBase Management Agent (LKBMA). The second,Query, allows complex queries
on the LKBMAs via a web interface. The third,Functional Annotationis responsi-
ble for collecting information needed to make an informed guess as to the function of
a gene, specifically using the three-part Gene Ontology [22]. The fourth organization,
EST Processingenables the analysis of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) to produce gene
sequences that can be annotated by the other organizations.

An important feature to note is that we are focusing on annotation and analysis ser-
vices that are not organism specific. In this way, the resulting system can be used to
build and query knowledgebases from several different organisms. The original subsys-
tems (basic annotation and the simple query system) were built to annotate the newly
sequenced Herpesvirus of Turkey (the bird), and then to compare it to the other known
sequenced herpesviruses. Work is just beginning to build a new knowledgebase from
chicken ESTs, and to extend the depth of the herpesvirus KB for Epstein-Barr Virus
(human herpesvirus 4) which has clinical significance for pediatric organ transplant
patients.
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Fig. 2.Overview of DECAF Multi-Agent System for Genomic Analysis

3.1 Basic Sequence Annotation and Query Processing

Figure 3 shows the interaction details for the basic sequence annotation and query sub-
systems. We will describe the agents by their RETSINA classification.
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Fig. 3. Basic Annotation and Query Agent Organizations

Information Extraction Agents. Currently 4 agents based on the IEA shell wrap
public web sites. The Genbank wrapper primarily supplies “BLAST” services: given
the sequence of a herpesvirus gene, what are the most similar genes known in the world
(called “homologs”)? The answer here can give the biologist a clue as to the possible
function of a gene, and for any gene that the biologist does not know the function of, a



change in the answer to this query might be significant. The SwissProt wrapper primary
provides protein motif pattern searches. If we view a protein as a one-dimensional string
of amino acids, then a motif is a regular expression matching part of the string that may
indicate a particular kind of function for the protein (i.e. a prenylation motif indicates
a place where the protein may be modified after translation by the addition of another
group of molecules) The PSort wrapper accesses a knowledge-based system for esti-
mating the likely sub-cellular location that a sequence’s encoded protein will be used.
The ProDomain wrapper allows access to other information about the encoded protein;
a protein domain is similar to a motif but larger. As we move to new organisms, many
more resources could be wrapped at this level (almost all biologists have a “favorite”
here).

The local knowledgebase management agent (KBMA) is a slightly different mem-
ber of this class because unlike most IEAs it actually stores data via agent messages
rather than only querying external data sources. It is here that the annotations of the
genetic information are materialized, and from which most queries are answered. Each
KBMA is updated with raw sequencing data indirectly from a user sequence addition
interface that is then automatically annotated under the control of an annotation task
agent. KBMAs can be “owned” by different parties, and queried separately or together.
In this way, researchers with limited computer knowledge can create sharable annotated
sequence databases using the existing wrappers and other analysis tools as they are de-
veloped, without having to necessarily download and install them themselves. Using
a PARKA-DB knowledgebase allows efficient, modern relational data storage on the
back end and query as well as limited KB inferencing [15].

Task Agents.There are two domain task agents; the rest are generic middle agents
described earlier. The Annotation Agent directs exactly what information should be
annotated for each sequence. It is responsible for storing the raw sequence data, mak-
ing queries to the various wrapped web sites, storing those annotations, and also in-
dicating the provenance of the data (meta-information regarding where an annotation
came from). The Sequence Source Processing Agent takes almost raw sequence data in
ASN.1 format as output by typical sequence estimation programs or stored in Genbank.
The main function of this agent is to test this input for internal consistency.

Interface Agents.There are two interface applets that communicate via the proxy
agent with other agents in the system. One is oriented towards adding new sequences
to a local knowledgebase (secured by a password) and the other allows anyone to query
the complete annotated KB (or even multiple KBs). The interface hardly scratches the
surface of the queries that are actually possible, but a big problem is that most biologists
are not comfortable with complex query languages. Indeed, the simple interface that
allows simple conjunctive and disjunctive queries over dynamic menus of annotations
(constructed by the applet at runtime from the actual local KB) is quite advanced as
compared to most of the existing public sites that allow textual keyword searches only.

3.2 Functional Annotation

This subsystem is responsible for assisting the biologist in the difficult problem of mak-
ing functional annotations of each gene. Unfortunately, many of the millions of genes



sequenced so far have fairly haphazard (from a computer scientist’s perspective) func-
tional annotation: simply free natural language descriptions. Recently, a fairly large
group representing at least some of the primary organism databases have created a con-
sortium dedicated to creating a gene ontology for annotating gene function in three
basic areas: the biological process in which a gene plays a part, the molecular function
of the gene product, and the cellular localization [22]. The subsystem described here
supports the use of this ontology by biologists as sequences are added to the system,
eventually leading to even more powerful analysis of the resulting KBs.

Information Extraction Agents. Besides the gene sequence LKBMA and the Gen-
Bank IEA, we are wrapping three new organism-specific gene sequence DBs, for Dro-
sophila (fruit fly), Mus (Mouse), and Saccrynomaeces cervasie (yeast). Each of these
organisms is part of the Gene Ontology (GO) consortium, and has spent considerable
time in making the proper functional annotation. Each of these agents, then, finds GO-
annotated, close homologs of the unannotated gene and proposes the annotation of the
homologs for the annotation of the new gene.

Task Agents.There are two new task agents, one is a domain-independent ontol-
ogy agent using the FIPA ontology agent specification as a starting point. The ontology
agent contains both the GO ontologies and several mappings from other symbologies
(i.e. SwissProt terms) to GO terms. In fact, the Mouse IEA uses the Ontology agent to
map some non-GO terms for certain records to GO terms. Although not indicated on
the figure, some of the other organism DB IEA agents must map from GO ontology
descriptive strings to the actual unique GO ID. The other service provided by the on-
tology agent (and not explicitly mentioned in the experimental FIPA Ontology Agent
specification) is for the ontology reasoning agent to ask how to terms are related in an
ontology. The Ontology Reasoning Agent uses this query to build a minimum spanning
tree (in each of the three GO ontologies) between all the terms returned in all the ho-
mologies from all of the GO organism databases. This information can then be used
to propose a likely annotation, and to display all of the information graphically for the
biologist via the interface agent.

Interface Agents.The functional interface agent/applet consists of two columnar
panes: on the left, the top pane displays the gene being annotated, and the bottom dis-
plays the general homologies from GenBank with their natural language annotations.
On the right, three panes display the subtrees from the three GO ontologies (biological
process, molecular function, cellular location) marked in color with the homologs from
the three organism databases.

3.3 EST Processing

One way to broaden the applicability of the system is to accept more kinds of basic in-
put data to the annotation process. For example, we could broaden the reach of the sys-
tem by starting with ESTs (Expressed Sequence Tags) instead of complete sequences.
Agents could wrap the standard software for creating sequences from this data, at which
point the existing system can be used. The use of ESTs is part of a relatively inexpensive
approach to sequencing where instead of directly sequencing genomic DNA, we instead
use a method that produces many short sequences that partially overlap. By finding the
overlaps in the short sequences, we can eventually reconstruct the entire sequence of



each expressed gene. Essentially, this is a “shotgun” approach that relies on statistics
and the sheer number of experiments to eventually produce complete sequences.

As a side effect of this processing, information is produced that can be used to find
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs). SNPs indicate a change of one nucleotide
(A,T,C,G) in a single gene between different individuals (often, conserved across strains
or subspecies). These markers are very important for identification even if they do not
have functional effects.

Information Extraction Agents. The process of consensus sequence building and
SNP identification does not require any external information, so the only IEAs are the
LKBMAs. Up until now, there has only been one LKBMA, responsible for the gene
sequences and annotations. EST processing adds a second LKBMA responsible for
storing the ESTS themselves and the associated information discussed below. Primarily,
this is because (especially early on in a sequencing project) there will be thousands of
ESTs that do not overlap to form contiguous sequences, and that ESTs may be added
and processed almost daily.

Task Agents.There are three new domain-level task agents. The first deals with pro-
cessing chromatographs. Essentially the chromatograph is a set of signals that indicate
the relative strengths of the wavelengths associated with each luminous nucleotide tag.
Several standard Unix analysis programs exist to process this data, essentially “calling”
the best nucleotide for each position. The chromatograph processing agent wraps three
analysis programs: Phred, which “calls” the chromatograph and also separately pro-
duces an uncertainty score for each nucleotide in the sequence; phd2fasta which con-
verts this output into a standard (FASTA) format; and x-match which removes a part of
the sequence that is a byproduct of the sequencing method, and not actually part of the
organism sequence. The consensus sequence assembly agent uses two more programs
(Phrap and consed) on all the ESTs found so far to produce a set of candidate genes by
appropriately splicing together the short EST sequences. This produces a set of candi-
date genes that can then be added to the gene sequence LKBMA and from which the
various annotation processes described earlier may commence. Finally, a SNP-finder
agent operates the PolyBayes program which uses the EST and Sequence KBs and the
uncertainty scores produced by Phred to nominate possible single nucleotide polymor-
phisms.

Interface Agents.There is only one simple interface agent, to allow participants
to enter data in the system. Preferably, this is chromatograph data from the sequencers,
because the original chromatograph allows Phred to calculate the uncertainty associated
with each nucleotide call. However, FASTA-format (simple “ATCG. . . ” named strings)
ESTs called from the original chromatographs can be accommodated. These can be
used to build consensus sequences, but not for finding SNPs.

4 Gene Expression Processing

A new kind of genomic data is now being produced, that may swamp even the amount
of sequencing data. This is so-calledgene expressiondata, and indicates quantitatively
how much a gene product is expressed in some location, under some conditions, at
some point in time. We are developing an multi-agent system that uses available on-



line genomic and metabolic pathway knowledge to extend gene expression analysis.
By incorporating known relationships between genes, knowledge-based analysis of ex-
perimental expression data is significantly improved over purely statistical methods.
Although this system has not yet been integrated into the existing agent community,
eventually relevant genomic information will be made available to the system through
the existing GenBank and SwissProt IEAs. Metabolic pathways of interest to the inves-
tigator are identified through a KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes)
database wrapper. Analysis of the gene expression data is performed through an agent
that executes SAS, a statistical package that includes clustering and PCA analysis meth-
ods. Results are to be presented to the user through web pages hyperlinked to relevant
database entries.

Current techniques for gene expression analysis have primarily focused on the use
of clustering algorithms, which group genes of similar expression patterns together [12].
However, experimental gene expression data can be very noisy and the complicated
pathways within organisms can generate coincidental expression patterns, which can
significantly limit the benefits of standard cluster analysis. In order to separate gene
co-regulation patterns from co-expression, the gene expression processing organization
was developed to gather available pathway-level information in order to presort the ex-
pression data into functional categories. Thus, clustering of the reduced data set is much
more likely to find genes that are actually regulated together. The system also promises
to be useful in discovering regulatory connections between different pathways. One
advantage of using the KEGG database is that its gene/enzyme entries are organized
by the EC (Enzyme Commission) ontology, and so are easily mapped to gene names
specific to the organism of interest.

5 Related Work

There has been significant work on general algorithms for query planning, selective
materialization, and the optimization of these from the AI perspective, for example
TSIMMIS [4], Infosleuth [19], SIMS [1], etc., and of course on applying agents as the
way to embody these algorithms [16, 21, 10].

In Biology, compared to the work being done to create the raw data, all the work on
how to organize and retrieve it is relatively small. Most of the work in computer science
directed to biological data has been in the area of heterogeneous databases, focusing on
the semi-structured nature of much of the data that makes it very difficult to store use-
fully in commercial relational databases [5]. Some work has begun in applying the work
on wrappers and mediators to biological databases, for example TAMBIS [20]. These
systems differ from ours in that they are pure implementations of wrapper/mediator
technology that are centralized, do not allow for dynamic changes in sources, support
persistent queries, or consider secondary user utility in the form of time or other re-
source limitations.

Agent technology has been making some inroads in the area. The word “agent” with
the popular connotation of a single computer program to do a user’s bidding is found
in the promotional material for Doubletwist (www.doubletwist.com ). Here, an
“agent” stands for a persistent query (e.g. “tell me if a new homolog is found in your



database for the following sequence”). There is no collaboration or communication
between agents.

We know of a few truly multi-agent projects in this domain. First, InfoSleuth has
been used to annotate livestock genetic samples [11]. The flow of information is very
similar to our system. However, the system is not set up for noticing changes in the
public databases, for integrating new data sources on the fly, or for consideration of
secondary user utility. Second, the EDITtoTrEMBL system [17] is another automated
annotation system, based on the wrapper and mediator concept, for annotating proteins
awaiting manual annotation and entry to SwissProt. Dispatcher agents control the ap-
plication of potentially complex sequences of wrappers. Most importantly, this system
supports the detection and possible revision of inconsistencies revealed between differ-
ent annotations. Third, the GeneWeaver project [3] is another true multi-agent system
for annotation of genomes. GeneWeaver has as a primary design criterion the observa-
tion that the source data is always changing, and so annotations need to be constantly
updated. They also express the idea that new sources or analysis tools should be easy to
integrate into the system, which plays to the open systems requirement, although they
do not describe details. The primary differences are the way in which an open system
is achieved (it is not clear that they use agent-level matchmaking, but rather possibly
CORBA specifications) and that GeneWeaver is not based on a shared architecture that
supports reasoning about secondary user utility. In comparison to the DECAF imple-
mentation, GeneWeaver uses CORBA/RMI rather than TCP/IP communication, and a
simplified KQML-like language called BAL.

6 Discussion

The system described here is operational and normally available on the web at
http://udgenome.ags.udel.edu/herpes/ . This is a working prototype, and so
the interface is strongly oriented to biologists only. In general, computational support
for theprocessesthat biologists use in analyzing data is primitive (Perl scripts) or non-
existent. In less than 10 min, we were able to annotate the HVT-1 sequence, as well
as store it in a queryable and web-publishable form. This impressed the biologists we
work with, compared to manual annotation and flat ASCII files. Furthermore, we have
recently added approximately 15 other publicly available herpesvirus sequences (e.g.
several strains of Human herpesvirus, African swine fever virus, etc.). The resulting
knowledgebase almost immediately resulted in queries by our local biologists that indi-
cated possible interesting relationships that may result in future biological work. This
summer we will begin testing with viral biologists from other universities.

Other things about the system which have excited our biologist co-workers are the
relative ease by which we can add new types of annotation or analysis information, and
the fact that the system can be used to build similar systems for other organisms, such as
the chicken. For example, the use of open system concepts such as a matchmaker allow
the annotation agent to access and use new annotation services that were not available
when it was initially written. Secondary user utility will become useful for the biologist
when faced with making a simple office query vs. checking results before publication.



The underlying DECAF system has been evaluated in several ways, especially with
respect to the use of parallel computational resources by a single agent (all of the DE-
CAF components and all of the executable actions are run in parallel threads), and
the efficacy of the DRU scheduler which efficiently solves a restricted subset of the
design-to-criteria scheduling problem [14]. Running the gene annotation system as a
truly multi-agent system results in true speedups, although most of the time is currently
spent in remote database access Parallel hardware for each agent will be useful for some
of the more locally computationally intensive tasks involving EST processing.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have discussed the very real problem of making some use of the tremen-
dous amounts of genetic sequence information that are being produced. While there is
much information publicly available over the web, accessing such information is differ-
ent for each source and the results can only be used by a single researcher. Furthermore,
the contents of these primary sources are changing all the time, and new sources and
techniques for analysis are constantly being developed.

We cast this sequence annotation problem as a general information gathering prob-
lem, and proposed the use of multi-agent systems for implementation. Beyond the basic
heterogeneous database problem that this problem represents, an MAS solution gives
us mechanisms for dealing with changing data, the dynamic appearance of new sources,
minding secondary utility characteristics for users, and of course the obvious distributed
processing achievements of parallel development, concurrent processing, and the pos-
sibility for handling certain security or other organizational concerns (where part of the
agent organization can mirror the human organization).

We currently are offering the system publicly on the web, with the known her-
pesvirus sequences. A second system based on chicken ESTs should be available by
the end of 2001. We intend to broaden the annotation coverage and add more com-
plex analyses. An example would be the estimation of the physical location of the gene
as well as its function. Because biologists have long recorded certain QTLs (Quanti-
tative Trait Loci) that indicate that a certainphysical regionis responsible for a trait
(such as chickens with resistance to a certain disease), being able to see what genes are
physically located in the QTL region is a strong indicator as to their high-level genetic
function.

In general, we have not yet designed an interface that allows biologists to take full
advantage of the materialized data —they are uncomfortable with complex query lan-
guages. We believe that it may be possible to build a graphical interface to allow a
biologist, after some training, to create a commonly needed analysis query and to then
save this for use in the future by that scientist, or others sharing the agent namespace.

Finally, the next major subsystem will be agents to link and analyze gene expres-
sion data (which will in turn interoperate with the metabolic pathway analysis systems
described above). This data needs to be linked with sequence and function data, to al-
low more powerful analysis. For example, linked to QTL data, this allows us to ask
questions such as “what chemicals might prevent club root disease in cabbage?”.
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